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Abstract

The computer industry’s transition to multiprocessor systems on chip (MPSoc) architectures is increasing the need for new scalable high-bandwidth on-chip communication backbones. Network-on-Chip (NoC) interconnects are gaining interest for serving as the on-chip communication infrastructure. The most important issues to be considered in designing a NoC are topology, routing algorithm, flow control, and buffering and also the trade-offs between performance, power, and area.

This research proposes a custom-designed NoC specifically for MPSocs on FPGAs. The proposed design allows the communication infrastructure to seamlessly scale as the numbers of processors within the chip increases. The design adds a new level of abstraction to remote-access transactions. The design also considers support for the partitioned global address space model with support for optional embedded local memories embedded in the network interface. The network was designed as a mesh topology to allow a reasonable communication capacity in 2-Dimensional space. The communication protocol between source and destination is AMBA AXI4, and the communication between each two adjacent nodes, is typical AXI type valid/ready handshake. The nodes are distinguished by their user specified address range. Each node is assigned a range of addresses, and in each transaction, based on the destination address, the routers decide the the next node, until the transaction reaches the destination. The design has been implemented on a Xilinx Virtex7 FPGA. However, there is no platform dependency to any brand or any model of FPGAs.
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Terms and Definitions

**SoC** System-on-Chip. A system in which all components are co-located on a single chip.

**MPSoC** Multi-processor System-on-Chip. A system-on-chip having multiple processors.

**NoC** Network-on-Chip. A network type interconnect located on a single chip

**FPGA** Field Programmable Gate Array. An integrated circuit that can be configured or re-configured by a designer.

**AMBA** Advanced Microcontroller Bus Architecture

**AXI** Advanced eXtensible Interface

**IP** Intellectual Property

**NA** Network Adapter

**NI** Network Interface

**DSM** Deep SubMicron

**VLSI** Very-large-Scale Integration

**IC** Integrated Circuit

**DOR** Dimension-Order Routing

**TX** Transmitter

**RX** Receiver

**PE** Processing Element

**TDM** Time-Division Multiplexing
VC  Virtual Channel

NF  Negative First. Routing algorithm

WF  West First. Routing algorithm

VHDL  VHSIC Hardware Description Language

CRT  Constrained Random Testing

Tcl  Tool Command Language

RAM  Random-Access Memory

LUT  Lookup Table. A digital building block used to implement N-bit binary functions via lookup operations.

DMA  Direct Memory Access. Often referring to hardware devices that can perform memory-to-memory operations without processor assistance.
Chapter 1

Introduction

Commercial Systems-on-Chip (SoC) designs continue to be dominated by shared-medium bus-based functional interconnects for integrating IP blocks. The continued adherence to bus base interconnects is in part historical due to their wide spread availability, ease of use, and familiarity. Pragmatically bus interconnects still remain relevant for today’s multiprocessor SoC (MPSoC) systems that contain relatively few processors. However the number of processors and IP modules that will be integrated into future MPSoCs is projected to follow Moore’s law with a doubling of IP modules every 18 months. The commercial MPSoC industry will soon be forced to deal with the inevitable; bus-based interconnection architectures will prevent these systems from delivering the performance that will be required by next generation applications[18][20].

A fundamental question that SoC manufacturers face is determining what type of interconnect structure should replace standard buses. Many types of different structures have been proposed as replacement interconnects for global bus structures for next generation MPSoPCs[39]. Hierarchical bus structures are a natural evolution of global buses. While hierarchical buses have some performance advantages over a single bus, their resource requirements and performance will prevent them from scaling to large numbers of processors. They are also limited in their ability to support custom communications patterns. Recently Intel included a ring bus architecture within their Knights corner manycore chip. Ring buses provide better scalability than hierarchical or distributed buses but introduce variable latencies that can effect performance.

Of the different interconnect structures being studied Network on Chip (NoC) structures have continued to enjoy growing interest in the academic community. This interest is primarily based on the NoC’s ability to provide performance that scales with the number of processors. In general, a network-on-chip can be viewed as being composed of three main building blocks. The first block contains the links that physically connect the nodes and implements the communication. The
second block is the router, which implements the communication protocol. The router receives packets from the shared links and, according to the address information contained in each packet, forwards the packet to the client attached to it or onto another shared link. The protocol itself consists of a set of policies defined during the design (and implemented within the router) to handle common situations that can occur during the transmission of a packet. Policies include how to process two or more packets arriving at the same time, for a single channel, avoiding deadlock and livelock situations, reducing the communication latency. The last building block is the network adapter (NA) or network interface (NI). This block makes the logic connection between the IP cores and the network.

While NoCs do hold promise, there are still several issues must be explored to understand if NoCs will be able to serve as the interconnect structures for next generation FPGA based MPSoCs. Addressing the following issues was the main motivation for this work.

**Issue 1: Support for local memory:** Most multi-processor systems use some type of local memory for the PEs. The local memory can be placed in the main interconnect infrastructure where it is accessible by the PE, or a secondary light-weight interconnect can be used for the communication between each PE and its local memory. Consequently, having a smart support for local memory in the interconnect backbone of the MPSoCs reduces the overhead of handling the local memory.

**Issue 2: Unification of transactions:** In MPSoC systems, based on the type of local resources and the outside resources accessible to the PE, the type of transactions to access different resources may vary. Unifying the transactions regardless of their locality or remoteness reduces the overhead of generating the transactions in each PE.

**Issue 3: Customization of the NoC for each client:** In heterogeneous systems, different clients on the interconnect may require different services. For instance a PE may act as both master and slave while a component such as memory controller always acts as slave. Also different PEs may require local memories in different sizes. Customization of the NoC for each client allows the
system to use the resources more efficiently.

This thesis attempts to explore these issues for FPGA Multiprocessor Systems on Chip components.

1.1 Thesis Contributions and Organization

| The thesis of this work is that Network-on-Chip interconnects can meet the communication needs while providing specific services for multi-processor systems. Those services include support for local memory, transparency of the locality or the remoteness of the accesses, and customization of each node based on the requirements of its client. These services reduce the overhead of transaction generation on the PEs. |

To explore this thesis statement, this thesis provides the following set of contributions:

- A working implementation of a prototype NoC on an FPGA. The NoC is a scalable, reliable, and customizable infrastructure that uses an existing well-known communication protocol, AMBA AXI, as its network interface. This allows the basic NoC to be portable. An important attribute of the proposed NoC is its support of a partitioned global address space memory model to support scalability. The design supports inclusion of embedded local memory in each node, which is accessible both locally and remotely. This allows all transactions, whether local or remote to go through the same serving process. This is important support for the partitioned global address space memory model as it enables the locality or remoteness of the transaction to be transparent from the connected node.

- A complete implementation of both master side and slave sides of the AMBA AXI protocol to interface with the NoC

- The design, implementation, and optimization of a scheduler (service arbiter) to prevent the system from possible congestion.
• The design of a complex memory controller to synchronize remote and local accesses as well as read and write accesses.

• The design of an address compilation mechanism that maps the location of each node in the mesh to an address range, and decodes every address to its relative destination location in the matrix of nodes.

• A tool that automates the generation of the top level architecture. The tool customizes the size of the mesh, the type of the nodes(master/slave/both), and their need for memory controller.

• An automated simulation process that generates the large number of signals in the system. This eliminates the need for system designers to engage in time consuming manual simulation and ordering of waveforms to observe signals.

This thesis takes a close look inside the network and describes different parts both at functional level and the architectural level. Chapter 2 provides some background information on Multi-Processor System-on-Chips as well as Network-on-chips. Details of the AMBA AXI protocol used in this work is also described. Chapter 2 first observes the system at functional level as a network and then explains the design details of every component inside the system. This is followed by detailed discussions of the implementation of the design on the FPGA. Chapter 4 describes the verification process used to test and evaluate the NoC and presents experimental results. Finally, chapter 5 provides conclusions and directions for future work.
Chapter 2

Background

2.1 Multi-Processor System-on-Chips (MPSoCs)

The main motivation for the developments during decades is the System-on-Chip (SoC) technologies, where that complex applications are integrated onto single chips. These products such as mobile phones, notebooks and personal hand-held sets are also becoming faster, smaller-in-size, larger-in-capacity, lighter-in- weight, lower-in-power-consumption and cheaper. Following this trend, more applications and even systems could be integrated onto a single chip. However, the conventional methodologies for SoC design and integration do not evenly advance due to the big challenges confronted.

**Deep SubMicron (DSM) effects**[16][29][45]: In early days of VLSI design, signal integrity effects such as interconnect delay, crosstalk, inter-symbol interference, substrate coupling, transmission-line effects, etc. were negligible due to slow clock speed and low integration density. Interconnection was reliable and robust. For 250 nm (with aluminum) and 180 nm (with copper) and below, the dominating factor for chip robustness and performance became the interconnect. The speed and the reliability of the wires are not keeping up with the increasing pace of the transistor density. More noise sources due to inductive fringing, crosstalk and transmission line effects are coupled to other circuit nodes globally on the chip via the substrate, common return ground and electromagnetic interference. The increasing use of high-speed circuit families, for example, domino circuitry, scaling of power supply and threshold voltages, and mixed-signal integration combine to make the chips more noise-sensitive. Third, higher device densities and faster switching frequencies cause larger switching-currents to flow in the power and ground networks. Consequently, power supply is plagued with excessive IR voltage drops as well as inductive voltage drops over the power distribution network and package pins. Power supply noise degrades not only the driving capability of gates but also causes possible false switching of logical gates. Today signal and power integrity
analysis is as important as timing, area and power analysis.

**Global Synchrony**[2][21]: Predominating digital IC designs have been following a globally synchronous design style where a global clock tree is distributed on the chip, and logic blocks function synchronously. This style is unlikely to survive with future wire interconnect because technology scaling does not treat wire delay and gate delay equally. While gate delay has been getting dramatically smaller in proportion to the gate length, wires have slowed down. As the chips become communication-bound, multiple cycles are required to transmit a signal across their diameter. Moreover, a clock tree is consuming larger portions of power and area budget and clock skew is claiming an ever larger portion of the total cycle time. Even if an unlimited number of transistors are available on a chip, chip design is to be constrained by communication rather than capacity.

**Communication Architecture**[7][12]: Most SoCs have a bus-based architecture, such as simple, hierarchical or crossbar-type buses. In contrast to the scaling of chip capacity, buses do not scale well with the system size in terms of bandwidth, clocking frequency and power. First, a bus system has very limited concurrent communication capability since only one device can drive a bus segment at a time. Second, as the number of clients grows, the intrinsic resistance and capacitance of the bus also increase. This means that the bus speed is inherently difficult to scale up. Third, a bus is inefficient in energy since every data transfer is broadcast. The entire bus wire has to be switched on and off. This means that the data must reach each receiver at great energy cost. Although improvements such as split-transaction protocols and advanced arbitration schemes for buses have been proposed, these incremental techniques can not overcome the fundamental problems.

**Power and Thermal Management**[32][38]: As circuits run with higher and higher frequencies, lowering power consumption is becoming extremely important. Power is a design constraint, which is no more subordinate to performance. Despite process and circuit improvements, power consumption shows rapid growth. In face of DSM effects, reducing power consumption is becoming even more challenging. As devices shrink to sub-micron dimensions, the supply voltage must
be reduced to avoid damaging electric fields. This development, in turn, requires a reduced threshold voltage. However, leakage current increases exponentially with a decrease in the threshold voltage. Further, leakage occurs as long as power flows through the circuit. This constant current can produce an increase in the chip temperature, which in turn causes an increase in the thermal voltage, leading to a further increase in leakage current.

Verification[36][11]: Today SoC design teams are struggling with the complexity of multimillion gate designs. System verification runs through the whole design process from specification to implementation, typically with formal methods or simulation-based validation. As the system has become extremely complex, the verification or validation consumes an increasing portion of the product development time. The verification effort has reached as high as 70% of engineering efforts.

Productivity Gap[4][11]: Simply put, productivity gap is the gap between what we are capable of building and what we are capable of designing. In line with Moores law, the logic capacity of a single chip has increased at the rate of 58% per annum compounded. The complexity of developing SoCs is increasing continuously in order to exploit the potential of the chip capacity. However, the productivity of hardware and software design is not growing at a comparable pace. The hardware design productivity is increased at a rate in the range 20% to 25% per annum compounded. Even worse, the software design productivity improves at a rate in the range from 8% to 10% per annum compounded. As a consequence, the costs of developing advanced SoCs are increasing at an alarming pace and time-to-market is negatively affected. The design team size is increased by more than 20% per year. This huge investment is becoming a serious threshold for new product developments and is slowing down the innovation in the semiconductor industry [27]

2.2 Network-on-Chips (NoCs)

Integrating a large number of components onto a chip is becoming a major performance issue in System-on-Chip (SoC) architectures [19][22][13][8]. Network-on-Chip (NoC) has been considered as a solution to address the communication demands of multi-core SoC architectures, due
to scalability and parallelism in communication infrastructure [13][8]. Also, [34] talks about the
design trade-offs in NoC design and the performance evaluation based on different factors of the
design.

In projects such as CLICHE [15], Nostrum[31], and XGFT[24], new architectures have been
proposed to design NoC for multi-processor systems. In some other projects, NoCs have been de-
signed for specific purposes. For instance, in SoCWire [33] the network is designed to be optimized
for space application and GALS [41], targets inter-domain communication in heterogeneous DPS
platforms. DyNoC[28] has proposed runtime scheduling and resource allocation in the network to
increase the performance as well as flexibility. The NoC described in [14] is designed to ease the
use of memory in the NoC which is very similar to the proposed design in this thesis. Other works
such as [25] focus more on the power issues of the network. Projects such as [9] take advantage of
the more novel chip design technologies such as three-dimensional integrated circuits.

Some projects have focused on more specific aspects of Network-on-chip. For instance, vir-
tual channel allocation[40], deadlock free routing[23] and[17], coherency[26], dynamic priority
arbitration[43], and congestion control[3] are some of those areas. There are also other projects
that focus more on performance analysis [37][6][30]. Projects such as DART[42] and TOPAZ[1]
have worked on simulation of the NoC. Among all, CONNECT[35] has provided web-based front-
end to design user-customized NoCs for FPGAs.

2.3 AMBA AXI4 Protocol

The AMBA AXI is a high-performance communication protocol suitable for high-bandwidth high-
frequency systems. This protocol provides flexibility and efficiency in designing interconnection
and memory controllers by separating address, control, and data phases and also separating read
and write channels as well as supporting burst-based transactions. There are 5 separate channels
in AXI protocol

- Read Address (AR)
Figure 2.1: Channel architecture of reads[5]

- Read Data (R)
- Write Address (AW)
- Write Data (W)
- Write Response (B)

Read and write channels each have their own address channel to transfer the required address and the control signals. The read data channel carries both read data and the response information from the slave to the master. Write data channel carries write data from the master to the slave. The slave uses the write response channel to respond to write transactions. The completion of a transaction is signaled by the response in both read and write transactions.

A transaction is initiated by a master interface sending the start address and transaction specifications for read/write, to a slave interface. In a write transaction, the master interface sends the data on the corresponding data channel (W) to the slave interface and when the slave receives the entire data it sends a response on the write response channel (B) to the master. In a read transaction, when the slave interface receives the address and the control signals, it sends the requested data to the slave on the read data channel (R).

The data exchange process between a transmitter and a receiver is done using 2 handshake signals. The transmitter end, asserts the Valid signal when the data is ready to be transmitted. The receiver end, asserts the Ready signal when it is ready to receive the data. At the first active clock
edge after both Valid and Ready signals are asserted, the data will be exchanged. Each channel has its own pair of valid/ready signals.

In burst transactions the master interface sends the length and the type of the burst along with the start address of the burst. Then, the transmitter, asserts the Last signal with the final transfer in the transaction. If the number of transfers does not match the size of the burst, the receiver sends an error as response.

AXI uses a single clock signal and a single active low reset. The burst length is specified with an 8bit signal and the burst type is specifies with a 2bit signal. Those 2 signals along with a number of other control signals are sent along with the address on the address channel. The response is also a 2bit signal which specifies either the completion of a transaction or the type of error[5].
Chapter 3

System Design

In this chapter, the design specification of the system is discussed by first looking at the high level design and the details of the functions it provides. Then a view of the inside of the design is provided to find out how each component works. Finally, the details of the implementation of the design is discussed.

3.1 High-Level Design

In this section we look at the specifications of the network as a whole, and the details of the communication from a high level perspective. We also track a transaction from source to destination to understand the function of the network.

3.1.1 Network Specifications

Every network can be characterized by 3 major factors. First, there is the topology of the network and the geometrical specifications of the nodes. The topology defines the spatial coordination of the network. Then there is the flow control which handles the movement of the data from source to destination. Finally, there is the routing mechanism which is responsible for finding the path from source to destination through the network. This network is designed as a mesh to function efficiently in the 2-dimensional space of the FPGA chip. The flow control is done by doing valid/ready handshake between each two nodes on the path from the source to the destination. The routing mechanism is adaptive and it is an adjusted Dimension-Order Routing (DOR) which changes the order based on the traffic.
3.1.2 Structure of a Node on NoC

Each node in this NoC has 5 sets of ports. There is a set of ports for each possible direction in the mesh, plus a local port which is the network interface for the connected component. The directions are entitled:

- North Port (N)
- East Port (E)
- South Port (S)
- West Port (W)
- Local Port (L)

Each set of ports includes a master subset and a slave subset. Each subset, consists of 5 separate channels for each of the AXI channels. Figure 3.1 illustrates the structure of the node as a block.

The way each node is connected to the neighbor nodes is each master channel is connected to the corresponding slave channel of the adjacent node, as it can be seen in figure 3.2. For instance, considering the horizontal connection between 2 adjacent nodes, the master AW east port of the node on the left is connected to the slave AW west port of the node on the right. The same way for the vertical connection, the slave B south port of the upper node is connected to the master B north port of the lower node.

For each transmitter on a master channel, there is a receiver on the slave side for the same channel, and for each transmitter on a slave channel, there is a receiver on the master side for the same channel. Therefore, master sides of the channels are connected with the slave sides of the channels channels of all the adjacent nodes and vice versa.

3.1.3 Address-Based Routing

In this design, the entire address range has been divided between the nodes. For instance, assuming a 2x2 mesh, and 32bit address, the first node is assigned to the address range between 0x00000000
Figure 3.1: Structure of a node from outside
Figure 3.2: Connections between the nodes
and 0x3FFFFFF, the second node between 0x40000000 and 0x7FFFFFFF, the third node between 0x80000000 and 0xBFFFFFFF, and finally the fourth node is assigned to the address range between 0xC0000000 and 0xFFFFFFFF. What routers need to do is to decide the direction of the data, based on the destination address. For instance, let’s assume a router in the first node (bottom left) receives a piece of data with the destination address of 0xD8AD0080. This destination address belongs to the fourth node (top right). In order to go from the bottom left corner of a 2x2 mesh to the top right corner 2 moves need to be done regardless of the order of their occurrences. One move to the east and one move to the north. Now let’s describe a larger mesh and the way address ranges are assigned. Assuming a 4x4 mesh and the address range is divided evenly between the nodes. Figure 3.3 illustrates the way the address range has been divided in the mesh.

In the next section, an entire transaction in the described 4x4 mesh network will be tracked from end to end.

3.1.4 A Transaction from End to End

In the aforementioned 4x4 mesh, node 4 (a.k.a (1, 0) ) sends a read request to node 14 (a.k.a (3, 2) ) and node 14 responds with the requested data. The slave AR local port, connected to the AXI master interface of a component (for instance a processor), receives a high Valid signal. The request includes a destination address which is 0xED00804C, a burst-type signal defined as incrementing, and a burst length defined as 2. In other word, node 4 wishes to read 2 words from node 14 starting from address 0xED00804C. The AR router in node 4 receives an incoming data request. Before setting the Ready signal high and consequently completing the transfer between the local port and the component, the service arbiter decides when to serve the local port based on the traffic on the AR router (for further information see 3.2.5.1). When the local port is scheduled, a decoder in the router checks the destination address and finds out that the path between node 4 and node 14 consists of 2 east moves and 2 north moves. If both east and north output ports for AR are available, the default setting is to move horizontally (see 3.2.5.2 for more information on this). Assuming the east port is available, the port allocator assigns the east AR transmitter port to
Figure 3.3: Address ranges in a 4x4 mesh
the request and ready signal for the local port becomes high simultaneously with the valid signal on the master AR east port. At this point, node 8 receives a high Valid signal on the slave AR west port. The same happens in the AR router and assuming another horizontal move the read request arrives at node 12. After 2 more transfers to the north, the data arrives at the destination node. This time, when the router decodes the address and finds out that it belongs to this node, instead of sending it out to any of the four directions it will send the data out on the master AR local port. This local port, mimics the behavior of the actual master port on the component that initiated this transaction. Assuming there is a slave component connected to the local interface, the component receives the read address and sends the data at address 0xED00804C on the R channel through the local port to the router. Along with the address, node 14 have received the location of the source of the transaction which is node 4. Therefore, it knows where to send the data. The data on R channel needs to travel from node 14 to node 4 which requires 2 west moves and 2 south moves. Immediately after node 14 sends the data from 0xED00804C, it sends the the data on the next address, 0xED00804D, since the request was for an incrementing burst of length 2. The second word carries the flag Last which informs the source that this is the last piece of data in the burst. It also bears a response signal to indicate the status of the transaction from the slave side. The second word of the burst, also takes two south moves and two west moves, but it does not necessarily take the same path as the first word. There are defined signals for ordering on the receiver side. When the last part of the burst data arrives at node 4, the slave R local port on node 4 receives the data and sends it to the master component.

3.2 Low-Level Design

In this section, a close observation of the inside of the NoC components is provided. Also, their function, and the structure of their hardware is explained.
3.2.1 Inside a Node

Inside each node there are 4 sets of full master/slave NoC interfaces connected to north, east, south, and west ports and and one local interface connected to the local port. Each set of interfaces has all 5 channels of AXI on both the master side and the slave side. All signals of the same channel in a node, are connected to a router assigned to that AXI channel and based on the direction of the channel, the are placed on the incoming side of the router or the outgoing side. As a result, there are 5 routers, one for each channel, inside each node. Each router has north, east, south, west, and local incoming ports, and the same exact ports on the outgoing side. Figure 3.4 shows the inside of a node.

Based on the direction of each channel on the master side or the slave side of the protocol, they are assigned to the incoming or the outgoing ports on the router. For instance, in AW router, the slave channels are on the incoming side and the master channels are on the outgoing side, whereas in R router, the slave channels are on the outgoing side and the master channels are on the incoming side. This way, the router decides what direction an incoming data must be sent out.

3.2.2 Data Transfer

For building the channels, simple transmitter and receiver modules have been used. Each of the incoming channels are connected to a receiver module to handle the handshake between the incoming ports of the node and the incoming ports of the router. The transmitters stand between the outgoing ports of the router and the outgoing ports of the nodes. The receiver modules, also, buffer the data until the router is ready to serve them.

3.2.2.1 Receiver (RX)

Receiver module packs all the AXI signals of the channel and saves them on a register. When the router is ready, the data will be transferred and the receiver will become available for the next incoming data. Figure 3.5 demonstrates the process as a state machine. When the receiver is in idle state, the ready signal on the corresponding port/channel of the node becomes high. However, the
Figure 3.4: Inside of a node
valid signal on the incoming port of the router becomes low, since there is no new data available in this state. Once an incoming data becomes available, which means the valid signal on the port/channel of the node becomes high, the receiver goes to the **transfer** state. In this state, the port/channel of the node is no longer ready to receive more data, while the valid signal becomes high for the corresponding incoming port on the router. In this state, the data is stored in a register for as long as it requires to wait for the router. When the ready signal on that incoming port of the router becomes high, it means the server is ready to serve the data. Instantly, the receiver goes back to the idle state and becomes available for more incoming data. Figure 3.6 shows what a receiver module looks like.

![Receiver state machine](image)

Figure 3.5: Receiver state machine
3.2.2.2 Transmitter (TX)

The transmitter module only unpacks the data from the outgoing side of the router into the corresponding signals in the node.

3.2.3 Local Ports

The main function of network interface is to provide communication between Processing Elements (PE) and the network infrastructure [44]. One of the practical approaches of network interfaces is to communicate between the PE and router based on a standard communication protocol such as AXI [5]. The local port is responsible for the logic connection between a component and the NoC, via AXI protocol. The component can be a master, a slave, or both. A novel capability in this design is a memory controller embedded in the local port of each node, to make the local memory on the node accessible to both the component(local access) and the network(remote access). This capability would be useful in implementing local cache in the MPSoC systems.

3.2.3.1 Memory Controller

As mentioned in 3.1.3, each node is assigned a range of addresses. If the memory controller option is enabled for a node, the beginning of that address range will automatically be assigned to the local memory of the node. For instance, in the 4x4 example in figure 3.3, from 0x0000000 to
0x0FFFFFFF is assigned to node 0. If the local memory is enabled and the size of the memory is defined as 4KB, then the first 4KB (from 0x00000000 to 0x00000FFF) of the address will be assigned to the memory and the rest (from 0x00001000 to 0x0FFFFFFF) will be the interface.

The memory controller abstracts the nature of the memory access (local or remote) from the connected components. On the local port side, if the connected component requests an access and the address is in the address range of the local memory of its own node, then the memory controller accesses the memory and handles the AXI handshakes with the interface. However, if the address does not belong to the node, then the request is for a remote access and it will be passed to the router to find the path to the destination. Also, on the network side, if an incoming request arrives at the local port of a node through the router, and the address is in the address range of the local memory, then the memory controller accesses the memory and then handles the handshakes with the router. Otherwise the local port sends the request, directly to the interface. Figure 3.7 shows the connections between the memory, the interface and the network.

### 3.2.3.2 AXI Master Interface

If a transaction is issued by an AXI master interface such as a processor, then, when it arrives at the destination, it goes through the master interface of the local port to imitate the behavior of the source. A master interface is always connected to the slave interface of a component. For instance, if a slave component is placed on the NoC, it will be connected to the master interface of the node’s local port, and therefore, the network is always master for the component.

### 3.2.3.3 AXI Slave Interface

When a transaction is issued by an AXI slave interface, such as an external memory controller, then at the destination, the transaction goes through the slave interface to the local port. A slave interface, similar to master, is always connected to the opposite interface of the connected component. A master component on the NoC will always be connected to the slave interface of the local port, therefore, the network is always slave for a master component. A component can have master
Figure 3.7: The local port and the memory controller
side and slave side at the same time and the local interface will handle both sides simultaneously.

### 3.2.4 Network Ports

Network ports are similar to the local ports. There are master and slave interfaces for all the directions and each interface has all 5 AXI channels. Each port on a node is connected to an opposite type port on the adjacent node in the opposite direction. As can be seen in figure 3.2, each node’s master port is connected to the slave port of the adjacent port in the opposite direction. For instance, the master W channel of the east port of a node is always connected to the slave W channel of the west port of the node on its right. The direction of the signals are completely opposite between master ports and the slave ports, therefore, each master port/channel can be connected to its equivalent slave port/channel on another node. The direction of the channels are different in master ports and slave ports. In master ports, $\text{AW}$, $\text{W}$, and $\text{AR}$, are transmitter and $\text{B}$ and $\text{R}$ are receiver channels, whereas in slave ports, $\text{AW}$, $\text{W}$, and $\text{AR}$, are receiver ports and $\text{B}$ and $\text{R}$ are transmitter ports.

### 3.2.5 Routers

The design and implementation of a router requires the definition of a set of policies to deal with packet collision, routing, etc. A NoC router is composed of a number of input ports (connected to shared NoC ports), a number of output ports (connected to possibly other shared ports), and a switching matrix connecting the input ports to the output ports. In addition to this physical connection infrastructure, the router also contains a logic block that implements the flow control policies (routing, arbitration, etc.) and defines the overall strategy for moving data though the NoC.

A flow control policy characterizes the data movement along the NoC and as such it involves both global (NoC-level) and local (router-level) issues. One can ensure a deadlock-free routing, for instance, by taking specific measures in the flow control policy (by avoiding certain paths within the NoC for example). Also, the optimization of the NoC resources usage (channels, bandwidth, etc.) and the guarantees on the communication can be ensured as part of the flow control policy.
Guarantees on the communication performance and quality are known as quality-of-service. Control can be centralized or distributed. In centralized control, routing decisions are made globally and applied to all nodes, with a strategy that guarantees no traffic contention. This approach avoids the need for arbitration units but requires that all nodes share a common sense of time. A possible implementation of this approach is the use of Time Division Multiplexing (TDM) mechanisms where each packet is associated to a time frame. However, NoCs typically use a distributed control, where each router makes decisions locally. Virtual Channels (VCs) implement the concept of multiplexing a single physical channel over several logically separate channels with individual and independent buffer queues. The main goal of a VC implementation is to improve performance by avoiding deadlocks, optimizing wire usage, and providing some traffic guarantees. Deadlock occurs when network resources are fully occupied and waiting for each other to be released to proceed with the communication, that is, when two paths are blocked in a cyclic fashion.

The **routing algorithm** is the logic that selects one output port to forward data that has arrived at the router input. This port is selected according to the routing information available in the packet header. There are several possible routing algorithms that can be used in a NoC, each one leading to different trade-offs between performance and cost. For instance, in a deterministic routing, a packet always uses the same path between two specific nodes. Common deterministic routing schemes are Source Routing and Dimension Order Routing. In source routing, the source core specifies the route to the destination. In Dimension Order Routing routing, the packet follows the one direction first, then moves along the other direction toward the destination. In the adaptive routing, alternative paths between two nodes may be used if the original path or a local link is congested. This involves a dynamic evaluation of the link load and implies a dynamic load balancing strategy. Negative First (NF) and West First (WF) algorithms are examples of adaptive routing algorithms. In the static routing, paths between cores are defined at compilation time (of the application), while in the dynamic routing the path is defined at run-time. A unicast routing indicates that a packet has a single target whereas in the multicast routing a packet can be sent to several nodes in the
NoC simultaneously (similar to a bus) or several slaves of a master node. Similarly, a broadcast communication targets all nodes whereas a narrowcast communication initiated by a master is related to a single slave associated to it. A routing algorithm can also be classified as minimal or non-minimal. A minimal routing guarantees that the shortest path to destination is always chosen. Minimal routing algorithms are those where a bounding box is virtually present and implies that only decreasing distances from source to destination are valid. On the other hand, non minimal routing algorithms allow increasing the distance from source to destination. Routing algorithms can lead to or avoid the occurrence of deadlocks.

While the routing algorithm selects an output port for data, the arbitration logic implemented in the router selects one input port when multiple packets arrive at the router simultaneously. Again, one has several options to implement the arbiter: it can be distributed (one per port) or centralized (one per router), it can be based on static (fixed) or dynamic (variable) priorities among ports. A centralized arbiter optimizes the use of the router switching matrix, but may lead to higher latency whereas the distributed approach optimizes the latency. Arbitration logic also defines whether the network assumes a delay or a loss communication model. In the delay model, packets can be delayed, but never dropped. In the loss model a packet can be dropped as a solution, for instance, to a congestion situation. In this case, retransmission logic must be implemented as well.

The switching defines how the data is transmitted from the source node to the target node. In the circuit switching approach the whole path (including routers and channels) from source to node is previously established (by the header) and reserved for the transmission of the whole packet. The payload is not sent until the whole path has been reserved. This can increase latency, but once the path is defined, this approach can give some guaranteed throughput. In the packet-based switching approach on the other hand, all flits of the packet are sent as the header establishes the connection between routers. Still in this model the designer can choose between different buffering and forward strategies that impact the overall NoC traffic (storing the whole packet in each router before establishing the connection to the next router or sending the flits in a pipeline
mode for instance). In the store-and-forward strategy, the node stores the complete packet before forwarding it to the next node in the path. In this strategy one must ensure that the buffer size at each node is sufficient to store the whole packet or the packet can be stalled. In the wormhole strategy, on the other hand, the node makes the routing decision and forwards the packet as soon as the header arrives. The subsequent flits follow the header as they arrive. This reduces the latency within the router, but in case of packet stalling, many links risk to be locked at once. The virtual-cut-through mechanism is similar to the wormhole approach but, before forwarding the first data flit to the next node in the path, the node waits for a confirmation that the whole packet can be accepted by the next node. Thus, in case of stalling, no links are affected, only the current node.

The buffering policy is the strategy used to store information in the router when there is congestion in the network and a packet cannot be forwarded right away. The buffering strategy (number, location and size of the buffers), has an important impact on the network traffic and, therefore, on the NoC performance. In addition, the buffers are responsible for a large portion of the router area. One can have a single buffer in the router, shared by all input ports, or one can have one buffer per port (input or output). The main advantage of the first approach is the area optimization, but the control can be more complex and additional care must be taken to deal with buffer overflow. In the distributed approach, each input port has its own buffer and the most common implementation is in the form of a FIFO, although other implementations are also possible. Distributed output buffers are also possible, but they tend to be less efficient because several input ports may need to store data in a single structure.

In this design, VC type distributed flow control is used and the routers make the decision locally. The routing algorithm is adaptive and it depends on the traffic of the channels. The arbitration logic is distributed so each channel has its own arbitration, and the arbitration priorities are fixed. This design uses packet switching and considering a burst transaction, a packet, then the packet switching uses the wormhole strategy for storing and forwarding. Each part of the burst data is served individually and all the pieces do not necessarily take the same path. The buffering policy, as mentioned in 3.2.2.1 is storing the data at the receiver side of each transfer, until further
action moves are possible.

Inside the router there is a service arbiter to handle the scheduling when there are more than one request on a channel. Then, the port allocator module makes the routing decision and sends the data out. Figure 3.8 shows the structure of the router.

### 3.2.5.1 Service Arbiter

The service arbiter is responsible for scheduling the service in the router. There are 2 possible scenarios. The more simple one is when there is only one request at a time. In this case, the router responds to the request instantly by reading the data from the channel. The more complicated scenario is when there are more than one request and they need to be scheduled one by one. There is a defined priority sequence for the incoming ports to the router. North, east, south, west, and then local. When the service arbiter detects multiple requests, it immediately responds to the channel with the highest priority. When serving that channel ends, then the arbiter checks all the other incoming channels starting with the next channel in the priority list. If there is a request, the service arbiter stops to serve the channel, otherwise, it will check the next channel. After finishing
the routing service for one incoming channel, the arbiter always checks the next channel, even if there are other requests waiting in the queue of the same channel. This method prevents the channels from starvation. For instance, if the incoming ports north, west, and local, request service on the AW channel router, the north channel will be served immediately. When it’s finished, the arbiter checks the east channel and then south channel (each channel test happens in one clock cycle) and it skips them because there are no requests. When the arbiter reaches the west channel it stops and serves the west channel. When this one is over, then there will be only one request on the local port and the arbiter, schedules a single request by jumping directly to that request.

### 3.2.5.2 Port Allocator

When the service arbiter picks the incoming port, then a decoder checks the destination address on the chosen port and it will calculate the relative location of the destination node to the current node. Then all the information goes to the port allocator. The port allocator decides from which outgoing port the current data must leave the node. This is where the routing algorithm is used. Assuming there is no traffic, the routing algorithm is Dimension-Order Routing (DOR) where moving horizontally has priority over moving vertically.

\[
\text{Direction} = \begin{cases} 
\text{East} & X_{\text{destination}} > X_{\text{current}} \\
\text{West} & X_{\text{destination}} > X_{\text{current}} \\
\text{North} & X_{\text{destination}} = X_{\text{current}} \text{ and } Y_{\text{destination}} > Y_{\text{current}} \\
\text{South} & X_{\text{destination}} = X_{\text{current}} \text{ and } Y_{\text{destination}} < Y_{\text{current}} \\
\text{Local} & X_{\text{destination}} = X_{\text{current}} \text{ and } Y_{\text{destination}} = Y_{\text{current}} 
\end{cases}
\]

However, when the data has the option of moving both horizontally and vertically to reach the destination, and the horizontal move is not possible (the channel is in use because of traffic) it will choose the vertical move over the horizontal move. This is the adaptive characteristic of the routing algorithm.
3.2.6 Top Level

After designing all the pieces, a top-level design is required to create the mesh network. The top level design instantiates the nodes, customizes them, and makes the proper connections between them. For instance, if the goal is building a 4x4 mesh, the top level design instantiates 16 nodes as a 2 dimensional matrix. Then, based on the user configurations, it customizes the nodes by adding local memory of the defined size to the defined nodes, and adding master local interface, slave local interface, or both, to each node based on the defined characteristics of the node. Finally, for the mesh to function properly, the proper connection between the adjacent nodes must be made. A master port is always connected to a slave port of the same channel in its adjacent node. When the mesh is created, the top level design, maps the local ports to the input/output ports.

Creating each top level design, even by taking advantage of the multi-dimensional arrays of signals and loops, is a time-consuming process. In order to ease the process of creating NoCs with a particular design scenario, there is a script that gathers information from the user about the size of the mesh, the size of each dimension, and the customizations on each node, and generates the top level design.

3.3 Implementation

This NoC was designed in a top-down approach starting with the mesh. The mesh was broken down to nodes, and then in each node the routers, channel interfaces and local-port interface were designed. The channels were divided into the master side and the slave side and each side was divided into 5 different AXI channels. Then each channel was designed using transmitter and receiver modules. The tasks in the routers were distributed between the service arbiter, the port allocator and a decoder for the destination address. The local ports were designed using dual-port memory blocks and the controller logic for the memory controller and the interface. After the design phase, the modeling of the design was done using VHDL. The components were modeled from the bottom up. Each small component was modeled, tested and verified. Then the small com-
ponents were integrated to build larger components and did the same testing and verification parts. At the end, to test and verify the functionality of the NoC, more elaborate tests were designed. The design was implemented on Xilinx Virtex-7 FPGAs using VC707 boards and the version 14.3 of the tools.
Chapter 4

Results

4.1 Verification

For this design, directed verification technique was used. The verification was done both at the component level, after each component was designed and modeled, and at the system level when the entire system was designed, and modeled. Although Constrained Random Testing (CRT) verification technique was not used, the directed verification plan was designed carefully to cover as much of the corner cases as possible. The tests were designed as VHDL test-benches and the mathematical functions inside were used to generate different cases based on the scenario of the test. The waveforms were observed in ModelSim. In order to automate the testing process, the ModelSim Tcl scripts were created and also Make files were used to run them in the right sequence. At the debugging process, both at the component level and the system level, the tests were run several times, and without the automated testing, the testing and verification process would have been excessively time-consuming.

4.1.1 Component Verification

After finishing each component, a test-bench was designed specifically to verify the function of that component. Some of the components were small enough so it was possible to test every possible case. For instance, in the receiver, combining all the possible cases for the handshakes on both sides or in the port arbiter, and testing the entire range of the 32 bit address on the design was feasible. For larger designs, such as a full master/slave AXI channel, covering all the possibilities was not feasible. For cases like this, as much of the corner cases as possible were tested on each channel for several scenarios. For the AXI channel, different situations on each single channel were tried simultaneously with the other channels. Verifying each component means the component functions exactly as desired. After integrating the small components, the functionality becomes
more complex and designing the verification plan becomes more difficult and time-consuming.

4.1.2 System Verification

System verification was done after a complete NoC with the already verified components was created. At this stage the functionality of the system as a whole, was tested. The tests started with simpler scenarios and after each phase, the complexity of the scenarios were increased. In each phase, bugs were found and fixed until the system was functioning correctly. A 4x4 mesh was the subject of the system-level verification to have a reasonable balance between having a system small enough to be observed clock-cycle by clock-cycle and large enough to implement all the possible complexities in a test scenario.

4.1.2.1 Phase One

In this phase, two nodes in the network are picked. Then, from the local interface of the first node, a write transaction is initiated to be sent to the second node. At the second node, if the signals arrive correctly, a process emulates a slave component and stores the write data in the requested address and the correct response signals are sent back to the source. This process is done for burst lengths from 1 to 255 and for addresses both in the local memory range and the interface range. A table in the source node stores all the sent addresses and the data associated with them. Then the same source node reads the written data from the same destination in a different order and compares the read data to the table and checks if the correct data has been read from the destination. The same test is repeated for several pairs of nodes. The completion of this phase verified that single transactions in a NoC, with no traffic caused by other nodes, work correctly.

4.1.2.2 Phase Two

Phase two added the effect of traffic to phase one. In this phase, a node is picked as the source of the transactions. Then, from the selected node, write transactions were sent to all the other nodes in the system. A table in the source node is assigned to each node in the system. This table stores
the addresses that are used in the write transactions and the data associated to those addresses. To make the verification easier, a particular range of data is assigned to each node so when they are read back, they are identifiable. The transactions cover all the possible burst lengths. Then, the source node reads data from every node in the system and compares the read data to the content of the table. The test was repeated for several nodes as the source. The completion of this phase verified that in a network with a light traffic, transactions reach their destination with no fault.

4.1.2.3 Phase Three

Phase three is a more complex version of phase 2 with heavy traffic. In this phase, every single node in the NoC is a source node such as the one described in phase two. Each node sends write transactions to all the other nodes in the network, and they all work simultaneously. Then each source reads back from all the other nodes and compares it to its table. This process creates a heavy traffic in the system. This test evaluates the master side, of the interface, the slave side, and also the memory controller. The completion of this phase verified that in a network with heavy traffic, transactions reach their destination with no fault.

4.2 Resource Utilization

To analyze the resource utilization of the NoC, different sized of mesh with different configurations were synthesized for Xilinx Virtex-7 FPGA. Table 4.1 shows the synthesis results for 2x2, 3x3, 4x4, 5x5, 6x6, and 7x7 meshes and it shows the resource utilization for flop-flops, LUTs and Block RAMs. Also, figure 4.1 visualizes the results. The growth of the resource utilization is almost linear with the growth of the number of the nodes. Also, the systems with local memory controller enabled use slightly more resources than the ones without the controller. As an analogy, the resource utilization between a 4x4 NoC and a bus-based MPSoC system[10] of the same scale, synthesized for the same platform were compared. Both the NoC and the bus-based system utilize 3% of the flip-flops. The NoC uses 11% of the LUTs while the bus-based system uses only 8.5%. The comparison for block RAMs are irrelevant because the size of the memories can vary.
Table 4.1: Resource utilization for different sizes of mesh

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>4K Local memory</th>
<th>No Local memory</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Flop-flops</td>
<td>LUTs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2x2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3x3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4x4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5x5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6x6</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7x7</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4.1: The resource utilization for different sizes of mesh
4.3 Time Analysis

In this section, the performance of the NoC is analyzed by observing the time it takes for a transaction to finish which is directly related to the length of the path between the source and the destination. Also, the time it takes for data to traverse from a node to the adjacent node is calculated. For this experiment, a 7x7 mesh was created. A node was selected as source and several other nodes as destination. The source node is node 0 (the bottom left corner of the mesh). To make the result of the experiment deterministic, the data was transferred without any interfering traffic. When there is no interfering traffic in the way, the routers always respond instantly without making the transaction wait in line until another transaction is served. Each transaction is a remote read of size 1 (no burst). At the source node, a process in the test-bench initiates read transactions to go to different nodes. In all the other nodes a process is always waiting for read requests and when it receives one, it responds instantly. This way, only the latency of the network is measured without the effect of the latency of the components connected to the NoC. The source process produces 12 different transactions for 12 different destinations in the mesh. The destination of each transaction is different than the other one. The distance from the source to the destination varies from 1 hop to 12 hops (longest path in a 7x7 mesh). Table 4.2 shows the results. Each transaction consists of a AR request from the source to destination and a R data coming back from the destination node to node 0. The results show that in all cases, passing through each node (including source node) takes 5 clock cycles and it takes one clock cycle for each local interface to transfer data between the component and the NoC. The following equation was extracted from table 4.2 and it shows the latency of the path.

\[ \text{Latency} = 5 \times (\text{number of hops}) + \text{Local Interface Delay} \]

Of course this observation is an ideal case and when there is traffic in the network, the delays increase. In MPSoCs, nodes with higher volume of communication must be placed as close as possible to achieve the minimum delay in the system. For instance, if the main processor and a memory subsystem in a MPSoC, communicate frequently, the optimal delay is achieved by placing them in adjacent nodes in the mesh.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Length of the path (hops)</th>
<th>Latency (clock cycles)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>112</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>122</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>132</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.2: Number of clock cycles a transaction takes to complete in a NoC with no interfering traffic

\[ \text{Latency} = 2 \times (\text{Number of hops} + 1) \times 5 \quad (4.1) \]

After this experiment, the effect of interfering traffic on the latency was evaluated. In order to calculate this, in the final phase of verification when there is a considerable amount of traffic in the entire network, for each specific path length, 10 random samples of different paths at different times was taken. The results can be seen in table 4.3. for the same path lengths, there are 10 latency samples (L1 to L10) and the last column is the average of each path length. Figure 4.2 shows a comparison between a transaction in an ideal environment with no interfering traffic and a transaction in a network with a heavy traffic. As can be seen, the network, handles traffic well enough that there is a small difference between the 2 cases.
Figure 4.2: Latency with and without interfering traffic
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Path (hops)</th>
<th>L1</th>
<th>L2</th>
<th>L3</th>
<th>L4</th>
<th>L5</th>
<th>L6</th>
<th>L7</th>
<th>L8</th>
<th>L9</th>
<th>L10</th>
<th>Average</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>31.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>36.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>45.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>67.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>76.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>104</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>99.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>111</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>104</td>
<td>118</td>
<td>109</td>
<td>117</td>
<td>109</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>103</td>
<td>116</td>
<td>111.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>132</td>
<td>117</td>
<td>119</td>
<td>121</td>
<td>124</td>
<td>116</td>
<td>115</td>
<td>137</td>
<td>121</td>
<td>118</td>
<td>122</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>127</td>
<td>142</td>
<td>124</td>
<td>126</td>
<td>127</td>
<td>123</td>
<td>153</td>
<td>138</td>
<td>129</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>131.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>145</td>
<td>176</td>
<td>144</td>
<td>139</td>
<td>136</td>
<td>139</td>
<td>153</td>
<td>155</td>
<td>146</td>
<td>151</td>
<td>148.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.3: Number of clock cycles a transaction takes to complete in a NoC with interfering traffic
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Conclusion

With the growth of the number of components in SoCs, and more specifically the number of processors in MPSoCs, having reliable, robust and scalable interconnect has become a major part of every design. The most important issue in designing interconnect, is choosing an interconnect based on the requirements of the system. The volume of the traffic, the characteristics of the transactions, and the hardware infrastructure, together define what kind of interconnect is suitable for the system. In multi-processor systems, the interconnect must provide specific services to the clients (which are mostly processors) as efficiently as possible.

This project was designed based on the characteristics of a multi-processor system implemented on Xilinx FPGAs. The system is called Hthreads [10] and it uses thread-based programming to take advantage of the multiprocessing characteristics of the system by scheduling threads to be executed on PEs in parallel. The type of the communications are normally read/writes of small chunks of data between the nodes, and occasionally the DMA type communication of bigger chunks between the host processor and the slave processors when a thread is assigned to a PE. This NoC was initially designed only for AXI-Lite type (no burst) communication. Then to take advantage of the burst capabilities of AXI protocol for DMA, the system was upgraded to support burst. The NoC can handle more traffic than the current Hthread system can produce, but the future generations of Hthreads with higher volume of interaction between the PEs will require such a capable interconnect.

The main characteristics of this interconnect that make it suitable specifically for MPSoC systems are as follows:

- An important characteristic that the majority of multi-processor systems have in common is having local memory for each PE. The local memory can be interpreted as a private cache or just a local memory space for the processor. This design provides an embedded support
for local memory. The memory is mapped to the node’s address space and a smart memory controller compiles the transactions into series of memory accesses and also provides the feedback signals for the PE.

- several aspects of the transactions were abstracted to make it easier for the clients to communicate with the NoC. The first aspect was the remoteness or the locality of the transaction. From the network client’s perspective, there is no difference between a remote access and a local access because the transactions look the same. What differentiates a local access from a remote access is, to which address domain the transaction address belongs. The other aspect was whether the receiver of the transaction was another network client or a memory. The memory controller makes the response from a memory access look exactly the same as the response from an access to another client.

- This NoC is customizable in several areas. The network interface can be customized to include master interface, slave interface, or both, on each individual node. Also, each node can have the local memory available or disable the memory controller based on the requirements of the node. In addition, the size of the local memory is customizable for each single node.

5.1 Research Contributions

The purpose of this research was to provide a scalable and reliable mesh Network-on-Chip for MPSoCs, as well as the support for embedded local memory on the nodes. This platform allows the components on a MPSoCs to communicate with each other by assigning an address range to each component and abstracting the difference between the way local accesses and remote accesses are processed in the network interface. Some of the contributions of this project include:

- Designing a mesh Network-on-Chip with AMBA AXI interface.

- Supporting embedded local memory for nodes, interfacing it both to the interface and to the rest of the network, and automatically assigning the memory to the beginning part of the node’s address range.
• Adding customizability to each node’s interface so they can have master side, slave side, or both, and also enabling or disabling the local memory controller.

• Designing thorough directed testbenches to verify the system and cover as much cases as possible

5.2 Future Work

Designing the script to create the top-level design has made experimenting with different sizes of mesh with different configurations very easy. As a part of the future work, The script can be connected to a front-end web interface to be accessed online easily, without running the script and passing the system configurations to it. Moreover, the same architecture can be used for other topologies. The nodes are designed with 4 network links to be placed in a mesh network. With slight adjustment in the routers and the nodes, the same architecture can be used to create a ring or a tree. Finally, the router can be optimized to spend less sequences on the decision making process. There needs to be different tests to find an optimum spot in the trade-off between the number of sequences and the resource utilization in the router.
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